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The intent behind this study was to optimize the Gas Lift System in order to achieve 
the target of maximizing the oil production from the four oil wells. To accomplish 
the optimization process, hurdles or constraints associated were addressed efficiently 
which resulted in effective outcome. Initial gas injection rates and oil production 
rates were analyzed by using Well Flo3.8.7 and maximum economic waters cuts 
were calculated for each well. Increasing water cuts is one of the major constraint 
that limits the injection gas volume which needs to be optimized and this constraint 
was addressed by calculating the optimum gas injection rates for all wells using Well 
Flo3.8.7. The overall comparison between the initial conditions and optimized 
conditions for all wells were presented in order to provide a clear picture of 
optimization in terms of oil production and maximum economic water cut. The 
results for total increase in all production were found to be 25954stb/day and initially 
it was 19099stb/day. The maximum economic water cut has been improved from 
52% to 78%. The second major constraint is the ability of compressor to handle the 
optimized gas lift volumes and to deliver these gas volumes at sufficient discharge 
pressure for effective gas lift process, which were addressed by making use of 
HYSIS simulator. A model of three stage compression system is run in HYSIS 
simulator by using the designed capacity of compressor in terms of volume and 
discharge pressure to validate the design ratings and the load of compressor was also 
calculated at these conditions which includes power consumption by each 
compression stage and respective inter stage coolers. Another model is run in HYSIS 
simulator for compression train and the results for the optimum injection gas lift rates 
(23.8 MMSCFD) were used as an input in this model and hence an optimized model 
of compression train was obtained which could handle the optimized gas lift volumes 
at sufficient discharge pressure (3100 psig). In the end the total power consumption 
for both models was compared together   and small increase of 253 KWH were 
observed which is acceptable in terms of increase in oil production. 
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1.1 Background of Project 
Gas lift is a type of artificial method that is currently being used in most of the oil 
field across the world and the reason behind that is its wide range of applications and 
particular characteristics which includes flexibility in the production rates of oil and 
depth which makes it superior over other artificial lift methods, gas lift method is 
applicable and suitable for the highly deviated wells in which dog leg severity is 
extremely high and it can handle sand production unlike ESP because of the absence 
of any moving mechanical equipment. The effective designing of gas lift system is 
very important so that the gas lift system should adhere and cop up with the changing 
conditions of reservoir. Pressure depletion can cause reservoir compaction and water 
injection is used as a remedial action for maintaining the reservoir pressure but with 
the passage of time problems occurs such as increased water cuts which will increase 
the hydrostatic head pressure in the tubing resulting in decreased production rates and 
in efficient gas lift operation. To address these problems, compression unit of the gas 
lift system should be capable of delivering an increased volumetric capacity of gas at 
sufficient discharge pressures. A multi stage compression unit can deliver the 
discharge pressures that are sufficient for well kick off if required as well as for 
normal continuous gas lit operations. Use of electrical motors as prime movers 
provides a great amount of flexibility to the compressors in terms of the operating 
parameters that are flow rate and discharge pressure by using variable speed drive 
(VSD) motors. Optimization of current units to achieve the targets is an effective tool 
that saves cost and time both and this technique enables to use the current asset 
potentials and it also plays a vital role and help exploration & production companies 
for making correct procurement decisions for new equipments. 
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1.2 Problem Statements 
With the passage of time, it is the advent phenomenon that the water cut in production 
tubing will increase due to the injection of water for pressure maintenance of the 
reservoir and a completion using an aid of gas lift process will surely face problem in 
this scenario. These problems will result in the lower flow rates of oil which will 
make the gas lift process ineffective. The problems that need to be addressed and 
solved include: 
 Increased injection rates of lift gas required because of the increasing 
hydrostatic head of the column of the fluids present in the tubing that consists 
of oil and water so more volume of lift gas is required in order to achieve 
maximum production. This lift gas injected rate should be optimum because 
injection more from an optimum rate will cause decrease in production due to 
gas slippage effect. Therefore for the lift gas requirements need to be 
recalculated in order to achieve maximum production by choosing the accurate 
and optimum injection rates. 
 
  How to optimize the compressor unit in order to accommodate the increased 
injection rates of lift gas that is essential to lift the fluid from the well at 
economically optimum rates and at the same time maintains the pressure of the 
lift gas which should be sufficient for effective gas lift process. Optimization 
of gas lift operation must be acceptable which implies that the difference 
between the total power requirements at design capacity and at optimized 
conditions should be in acceptable ranges.  
1.3 Objectives 
1. To analyze the initial gas injection rates and oil production rates, To Calculate 
maximum economic water cuts by using Well Flo 3.8.7.  
2. To calculate the optimum lift gas injection rates, Optimized oil production   rates 
and improved maximum economic water cuts by using Well Flo 3.8.7. 
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3. To optimize the compression system which enables the existing compression unit 
to accommodate the increased gas lift injection volumes (13.8 MMSCFD) and 
sufficient discharge pressure (3100 psig) for continuous gas lift operation by using 
HYSIS simulator. The approach that was followed, relates to Charles Law that is 
reduction in pressure causes increasing in volume. Power calculation and 
comparison for the optimization of compression system is mandatory to establish 
by using HYSIS simulator. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
Optimization is the key for achieving efficiency by making use of available resources. 
Optimization of gas lift system in terms of increase oil production has accepted a wide 
range of significance in oil and gas industry. Optimum gas injection rates are 
calculated to insure maximum oil production and sensitivity analysis of water cuts is 
conducted which yields the maximum economic water cut for enhancing the 
cumulative oil production. The optimized gas injection volumes at sufficient pressure 
are provided by compression unit. The need to optimize the available compression 
unit is to obtain lift gas which will eliminate the need to add another compression unit 
which is more costly than the whole gas lift system. Simulation of compression unit 
involves the feed properties input and required discharge pressure, based on the 
available margin of the machine molar flow rate of lift gas (23.8 MMSCFD) has been 
handled at a discharge pressure of 3100 psig. The required power to handle increased 
gas volumes calculation gave a clear picture for the acceptability of optimizing the 
system, as small increment in power has been observed. The whole work conducted 
not only removed the need for capital investment but also, enhanced and increased the 








2.1 Artificial Lift 
Artificial lift systems are particularly used when the well cannot flow naturally and 
reservoir pressure is not sufficient for the flow of hydrocarbons to the surface and 
when the required throughput of production is not achieved. For any production 
facility the natural drive is very important because it includes the energy provided by 
reservoir and formation gas. Initially well will flow under natural drive specially oil 
well, this shows that the bottom hole pressure is sufficient and can cater the pressure 
loss in the tubing and at surface facilities but when the bottom hole pressure decreases 
up to an extent that it is not capable of accommodating the flow and pressure losses at 
various points of the flow path. 
There are number of artificial lift techniques that are being used in oil wells and some 
are given. 
 Gas Lift  
 Electrical Submersible Pumps (ESP) 
 Sucker Rod Pumps 
 Progressive Cavity Pumps (PCP) 
 Hydraulic Pumps 
The selection of techniques is based on several factors, but the most important factors 
are listed below. 
 Selection based on advantages and disadvantages 
 Selection based on the consideration of depth 
 Selection on the basis of net present value  
2.1.1 Selection by Advantages and Disadvantages  
Gas lift technique has been used and advantages and disadvantages for the gas lift 
and for other artificial lift techniques are briefly given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Table 2.1:  Advantage of Artificial Lift Systems (James F. Lea et al, 2004) 
      Gas Lift ESP Rod Pump PCP  Hydraulic 
Pump 
Can handle solid 
production 
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In high PI wells it 
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well down to a 
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severe 
Lifting cost is 
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Table 2.2: Disadvantages of Artificial Lift Systems (James F. Lea et al, 2004) 
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2.1.2 Selection by Consideration of Depth/Rate System  
One simple selection or elimination method is the use of charts that show the range of 
depth and rate in which particular lift types can function. Charts like this are 
approximate for initial selection possibilities along with advantage/disadvantage lists.  
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Particular well conditions, such as high viscosity or sand production, may lead to the 
selection of a lift method not initially indicated by the charts. Specific designs are 
recommended for specific well conditions to more accurately determine the rates 
possible from given depths. 
2.1.3 Selection by Net Present Value Comparison 
A more thorough selection technique depends on the lifetime economics of the 
available artificial lift methods. The economics, in turn, depend on the failure rates of 
the system components, fuel costs, maintenance costs, inflation rates, anticipated 
revenue from produced oil and gas, and other factors that may vary from system to 
system. 
A typical NPV formula 
     
                                           Eq(1) 
 
Where:  WI = Work Interest      
 Q = Oil rate  
      P = Oil price  
       Cost = All costs, operational (Opex) and capital (Capex)  
      Tax = Governmental taxes  
      k = depreciation rate of the project (percent)     
To use the NPV comparison method, the user must have a good idea of the associated 
costs for each system. This requires that the user evaluate each system carefully for 
the particular well and be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of each method 
and any additional equipment that may be required. Because energy costs are part of 
the NPV analysis, a design for each feasible method must be determined before 
running the economic analysis to better determine the efficiency of a particular 
installation. 
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2.2 Gas Lift 
Gas lift is a form of artificial lift in which the lift gas is first compressed and then 
injected into the production tubing via casing tubing annulus and when this lift gas 
enters into production tubing then due to expansion it pushes the oil up to the surface 
thereby reducing the bottom hole pressure due to reduction in density because lighter 
components of gas will mix with heavy oil (Brown, 1980). 
In most of the oil fields gas lift technology is being practised because it is highly 
recommended for deviated wells having crooked holes, oil with sand production and 
gassy oil wells. The other important merit of gas lift system is that the operational cost 
for lifting relatively larger number of well is low provided that lift gas supply is 
within the vicinity of oil field (Guo et al, 2007). 
2.2.1 Principle of Gas Lift  
When the BHP lowers than hydrostatic head inside well bore, the liquid will not move 
up to the surface but it will stop at depth and in this situation zero production rates 
occur. In order to overcome this problem, the hydrostatic head in the well bore needs 
to be decreased by injecting gas. When gas is injected through the annulus to gas lift 
mandrels and valves into the production string at depth; the total density of fluid 
above injection point is decreased. Injection gas is then expanded so that it pushes the 
liquids ahead of it which further reduces the fluid column weight. Displacement of 
liquid slugs by large bubbles of gas act as pistons to push the produced fluids to the 
surface thus causes liquid to flow to the surface (Guo et al, 2007). 
2.2.2Classification of Gas Lift 
Operationally gas lift is classified into two concepts and this classification is based 
upon the lift gas injection. 
 
1. Continuous Gas Lift 
This includes the continuous injection of gas into production tubing via casing tubing 
annulus. This technique for gas injection in order to produce oil at the surface is being 
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used mostly in the oil fields and it is also effective, safe and flexible resulting 
excessive production rates of oil in both large diameter tubing and small diameter 
tubing (Brown, 1980). 
2. Intermittent Gas Lift 
This includes the periodic injection of gas into production tubing via casing tubing 
annulus. This technique is suitable and useful for very low reservoir pressures so 
intermittent lift design emphasizes on producing the well at actual rates that is the rate 
with which the fluid enters the borehole so the oil will be accumulated at the bottom 
of the production tubing and periodically recovered to the surface through injection of 
high pressure gas (Baker oil Tools, 2003). 
 
Figure 2.1: Continuous Gas Lift and Intermittent Gas Lift (Baker Oil Tool, 2003) 
2.2.3 Gas Lift System 
Gas lift method is one form of the artificial lift system which uses a high pressure gas 
in order to reduce the bottom hole pressure to lift the well fluids to the surface. The 
applicability and suitability of using gas lift operation involves number of 
considerations including the availability of gas, compression systems requires and the 
cost of compression (Forero et al, 1993). 
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Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of gas lift well with unloading valves and use of 
multiple gas lift valves in the gas lift design will lead to number of advantages in 
order to make the gas lift process more accurate and flexible. Some of the main 
advantages are listed below. 
 Increasing the number of valves for lift gas enables to achieve increased 
depths for gas injection as the greater number of valves provides a flexibility 
of installation at different and at greater depths. 
 Flexibility of changing the productivity index of the well by gas injection at 
different depths. 
 Valves allow the metering of total volume of the gas being injected into the 
well. 














Figure 2.2: schematic of a gas lift well (Guo et al, 2007). 
2.2.3.1 The Well Unloading Process 
1-First stage and Second Stage 
As shown in the Figure 2.3 (a) the first stage of well unloading process, here the gas 
injection has been commenced into casing tubing annulus and fluid is entering into 
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the tubing from all valves because all four valves are open. The pressure of injected 
gas at perforation depth is greater than the pressure of reservoir. Process of well 
unloading is a high pressure process so gas injection rates are controlled through 
injection gas chokes in order to avoid any damage to gas lift valves. 
 
                            (a)                                                              (b) 
  
Figure  2.3: (a) Stage1 (HW manual 2012)       (b) Stage 2 (HW manual 2012). 
 
Figure 2.3(b) shows the second stage of well unloading process here fluid level is 
decreased in the annulus until top gas lift valve due to decrease in density and gas 
injection is started in to the tubing. The liquid present in the tubing above the top 
valve is partly evacuated by injected gas, this will result in reduction of density of the 
fluid which results in more unloading of casing fluid through the other remaining 
valves due to reduction of pressure in the tubing and if this reduction of pressure is 
sufficient enough to create a drawdown then formation fluids will enter into the well 
bore through perforations. (HW manual, 2012). 
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2-Third and Fourth Stage 
 Figure 2.4(a) shows the third stage of well unloading in this stage the level of casing 
fluid has been decreased adequately below the second gas lift valve and now both top 
and second gas lift valves are opened allowing the gas injection. The fluid in the 
tubing is unloaded enough to lessen the bottom hole pressure below reservoir pressure 
and this is because of the reduction of pressure in the tubing which creates a draw 
down hence enabling the formation fluids from reservoir to enter in the wellbore and 
will start producing. 
                       (a)                                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 2.4: (a) Stage 3 (HW Manual, 2012)         (b) Stage 4 (HW Manual, 2012) 
 
Figure 2.4(b) above shows the fourth stage of well unloading process in which the gas 
lift valve at the top is now closed due to reduction in the casing pressure. In this stage 
gas is being injected through second valve and all valves that are open except top 
valve will participate in unloading the well while the liquid present in casing will flow 
into the tubing through third and fourth valves (HW manual, 2012). 
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3-Fifth and Sixth stage 
Figure 2.5(a) shows the fifth stage of gas unloading process in which level of casing 
fluid is reduced below the third valve and now both second and third valves are 
passing gas and the fourth valve which is still open allows the flow of casing liquid 
into the tubing. 
 
               (a)                                                (b)        (c) 
 
Figure 2.5: (a) Stage 5                    (b) Stage 6        (c) Completion (HW Manual 2012) 
 
Figure 2.5(b) above shows that in this stage second valve is closed due to the 
reduction in pressure at this point and all the gas will be injected through third valve 
and the similar events will repeat as in the case when first valve were closed as 
discussed above.  
Figure 2.5(c) above shows the completion of the process where fourth valve is open 
and allowing gas and third valve is closed. Here all gas is being injected via operating 
valve that is fourth valve or bottom valve (HW manual, 2012) 
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2.2.4 Gas Lift Design Objectives 
Design of any gas lift system that is used for lifting oil wells must fulfill the following 
objectives. 
1. Maximize the net value of produced oil 
Operating valve should be installed as deep as possible in the well and gas injection 
rate should be economically optimum so that a balance should prevail between 
amount of gas injected and amount of oil produced in terms of cost, (Schlumberger, 
2000).  
 
2. Maximize the flexibility of design 
Gas lift design should be adaptable to changing conditions of the well as production 
progresses. These changes includes change in the reservoir properties which decreases 
the productivity of the well yielding low reservoir performance either by decreased 
production rates or increase in water cut (Schlumberger, 2000).  
 
3. Minimized the well intervention 
This is very important in design considerations because of the well intervention 
constraints especially in offshore wells wire line operations are relatively difficult to 
perform. The well completion having dog leg severity that is less than 60 degree 
provides the flexibility to replace the gas lift valves by use of wire line operations. 
The performance of these valves can easily be regulated at any time which shows that 
the production conduit can respond to the changes in the reservoir conditions and 
ultimately the well over all performance (Schlumberger, 2000). 
 
4. Stability of well operation   
Variations in the pressures of tubing head or casing head should be avoided. Stability 
of operation is linked with the stable value for the tubing and casing head pressures in 
order to achieve increased oil production. An unstable gas lift operation in practice 
can be stabilized by reducing the lift gas volume (Schlumberger, 2000). 
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2.2.5 Design Constraint for Gas Lift System 
It includes three different conditions in which a lift gas design should be made which 
satisfies and achieve the design objectives. 
 The valves are installed being an important part of the tubing which implies 
that side pocket mandrels are excluded. Here the spacing between the valves is 
fixed and the initial operating parameters are not changed until the tubing is 
replaced through work over operation. These completions are used in shallow 
wells (HW manual, 2012). 
 
 This scenario includes side pocket mandrels in completion design. For the 
initial period of natural flow these mandrels are equipped with dummy valves 
and when the production declines after some time than gas lift valves are 
installed to achieve the desired production rates. The information collected 
during the natural drive period will help to eradicate the uncertainties 
associated with well and reservoir and this experience can be used to decide 
the valve settings for the real valves when dummy valves are replaced with 
real valves (HW manual, 2012). 
 
 In this case a gas lift design is made in order to modify the gas lift completion 
which was previously installed. The need for the new design is to achieve the 
adaptability to the changed well condition which includes change in water 
cuts, reservoir pressure and well productivity. The design consideration 
includes the valves that need to be run in the existing side pocket mandrel. 







2.2.6 Gas Lift Optimization 
The goal of gas lift is to deliver the fluid to the top of the wellhead while keeping the 
bottom hole pressure low enough to provide high pressure drop between the reservoir 
and the bottom hole. Reduction of bottom hole pressure due to gas injection will 
normally increase liquid (oil) production rate, because gas injection lighten the fluid 
column, therefore larger amount of fluid flow along the tubing. However, injecting 
too much amount of gas increases the bottom hole pressure which decreases the oil 
production rate. This is happened because high gas injection rate causes slippage, 
where gas phase moves faster than liquid, leaving the liquid phase behind. In this 
condition, less amount of liquid will flow along the tubing. Hence, there should be an 
optimum gas injection rate (HW manual, 2012).   
2.2.7 Nodal Analysis 
Nodal analysis is a very good and effective tool for the forecasting of the production 
systems performance. By using this tool we can optimize the completion design so 
that it should adhere to the reservoir conditions and identify the reservoir constraints 
in order to get efficient output. Node is the point which can be selected at any point in 
the flow system and at that point flow in will be equal to flow out and normally the 
point near well head is taken as node and from that point which is selected as node the 
upstream part is known as inflow section and the downstream part is called as out 
flow section, for the nodal analysis we have two performance curves one for inflow 
and one for out flow and the point at which both of these performance curves 
intersects is called as operating point as shown in Figure 2.6 below and this operating 




Figure 2.6: IPR and OPR (Economides, 1994) 
2.2.7.1 Inflow Performance Relationship 
The inflow performance of a well represents its ability to deliver fluids (Economides, 
1994); an accurate prediction of the behavior of the production rate will allow an 
efficient Gas Lift design. The inflow performance of a well depends greatly on the 
type of reservoir, drive mechanism reservoir pressure, permeability, etc. When taking 
into account the type of drive mechanism three different types of curves can be 
observed (Schlumberger, 2000). 
 Straight  line  for  water  drive  reservoirs,  and/or  reservoirs  with  pressure  
above  the bubble point,  
 Straight line with a small curvature at the end for gas cap drive reservoirs 
and,  
 A  clear  curved  line  for  solution gas drive  reservoirs  and/or  reservoirs 
with pressure below the bubble point. 
 
It is also important to have in mind that the inflow performance behavior will not 
remain the same in time, but it will change with cumulative production and aging 
therefore a continuous update of this parameter is crucial for artificial lift operations.   
Since Gas  Lift  operations  produce  two-phase  flow,  and  also  the  expansion  of  
the  gas  is a driving mechanism for oil production, it is possible to compare this 
operation with the inflow performance associated to solution gas drive when the 
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pressure is under the bubble point. The solution of the curved inflow performance is 
challenging and yet they are not completely understood. In 1968 Vogel proposed a 
solution to determine the inflow performance curve for solution gas drive for 
reservoirs below the bubble point. Vogel developed an empirical solution that covers 
a wide range of oil PVT properties  and relative  permeability,  at  the  same  time  to  
simplify  the  solution  assumptions  like  circular, radial  uniform  flow  with  
constant  water  saturation  were  made,  also  he  neglected  gravity segregation 
(Vogel, 1968). 
Besides Vogel there are other models that can predict two-phase inflow performance 
relationships, like the work presented by Fetkovich (Fetkovich, 1973) or Jones, 
Blount and Glaze (Jones et al, 1976) these are also empirical models and the accuracy 
of each model can change from well to well. For this particular work Vogel 
dimensionless equation will be used in further calculations (Vogel, 1968). 
 
 
      Eq (2) 
  
  
2.2.7.2 Tubing Performance Relationship 
Tubing Performance Relationship (TPR) involves the analysis of those factors which 
affects the oil flow rate from bottom hole up to the surface primarily caused by 
pressure drop in the tubing. To analyze the effect of water cut, reservoir pressure, gas 
oil ratio (GOR) and inner tubing diameter and well head pressure sensitivity analysis 
is done. When the sensitivity analysis has been completed then we will be able to 
forecast the behavior of reservoir and well for example we can get a forecast 
according to which we may find that production is sensitive in changing the water cut 
or possibly when the well reaches a certain amount of GOR it will not produce. As 
gas lift operations yields two phase flow so the pressure calculations of the fluids at a 
given point is not easy and without which the design of gas lift will not be effective. 
To solve this difficulty there are different correlation models for multiphase flow 




 Hagedorn and Brown 
 Duns and Ros 
 Beggs and Brills 
Pressure losses in tubing: 
 Effect of liquid flow rate on pressure loss  
From the friction equation we can see that friction losses increase as liquid rate 
increases (v increases). Hydrostatic gradient also increases with increased liquid 
production.   
 Effect of gas-to-liquid ratio on pressure loss  
Increase in gas-to-liquid ratio (GLR) results in reduction of hydrostatic gradient. On 
the other hand, increased GLR increases friction forces and has a counter effect on the 
bottom hole pressure. When contribution of the friction becomes higher than that of 
hydrostatic forces, the actual bottom hole pressure starts to increase. From a gas lift 
point of view this means that there is a limit of how much gas that beneficially can be 
injected.  
 Effect of water cut on pressure loss  
Increased water cuts results in increased liquid density, which in turn, increases 
hydrostatic forces and the bottom hole pressure   
 Effect of tubing size on pressure loss  
The increased diameter of tubing reduces the pressure gradient due to friction. 
However, there is a limit to which diameter of tubing can be increased. If the diameter 
is too big the velocity of the mixture (v=q/A, A: pipe cross section) is not enough to 
lift the liquid and the well starts to load up with liquid, resulting in increase of 
hydrostatic pressure (Economides, 1994). 
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2.3 Compression System 
Compressor is a device that is used to increase the pressure of gas stream, and this 
increase in pressure is achieved by reduction of volume of gas. A compressor 
increases the pressure and transports the fluid via pipe line. Figure 2.7 shows a typical 
compression stage in which the path of gas is shown that is fed into a scrubber which 
removes condensate and mist from gas that can be corrosive for the compressor vanes. 
Scrubber usually contains deflecting plate for the momentum loss of the gas stream 
and condensate settles down under gravity and it also contains a demister pad which 
removes the remaining mist from gas stream through coalescence phenomenon. Gas 
then enters into compressor and then into coolers usually fin fan coolers are used in 
the industry to decrease the temperature that increases as a result of compression 







Figure 2.7: A Compression stage, (HYSIS, 2009) 
 
Compressors that are used for the gas lift operations are subjected to one problem that 
is the difference between the normal operating pressure for continuous injection of lift 
gas and the pressure required to make the well flow in the beginning that is called as 
kick off pressure. This pressure difference should be less which allows the effective 
and efficient operation of the compressor at both conditions (Forero et al, 1993). 
2.3.1 Classification of Compressors 
Compressors are classified into two main types that are being widely used in oil and 
gas industries and these main types are 
 Centrifugal Compressors 
 Reciprocating Compressors 
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Reciprocating compressors traps the gas in the chamber and reduces the volume 
through a piston or plunger and discharges the gas at higher pressure from discharge 
out let (Perry, 2007).  
Centrifugal compressors consists of the vanes or impellers and diffusers, Impellers are 
the moving part which rotates following a centrifugal action usually at a very high 
speed and convey a velocity energy to the gas stream and this energy is converted into 
pressure energy by both impellers and diffusers (Aungier, 2000). 
2.3.1.1 Comparison of Centrifugal & Reciprocating Compressors 
Comparison for both types is given in the Table 2.3. 
 
Table 2.3: comparison of compressor types, (Hanlon, 2001). 
         Characteristics              Centrifugal          Reciprocating 
Size                  Small Big 
Noise                  High Low 
Over Hauling              Frequent Less 
Design Capacities          Medium to High Low to High 
Discharge Pressure Max                70 Mpa 175 Mpa 
Full Load Efficiency                  High High 
2.3.2 Prime Movers for Compressors 
There are two main prime movers for compressors which are 
 Electric Motors 
 Gas Turbines 
2.3.2.1 Electric Motors 
The electric motor uses electrical energy as a source for driving the compressor 
assembly and recent drastic improvements enables an efficient operation of the 
overall compressor unit for example variable speed derive (VSD) and Variable 
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frequency drive (VFD) motors which allows flexibility to change the RPMs and 
automatic control of set points (flow rates /discharge pressure) due to efficient and 
flexible design of electric motors, (Hanlon, 2001&GPSA, 1998). 
2.3.2.2 Gas Turbines 
Gas turbines use combustion power of natural gas as a source for driving the 
compressor assembly. It contains combustion liners inside combustion chambers 
where a controlled ratio (1:3) of oxygen and fuel (Natural Gas) is allowed and 
combustion is initiated through spark plugs. Unit also uses induction gears to enhance 
the speed of the compressor and effectively use the power generated by gas turbines. 
The package also includes a compressor for combustion air having filters at intake to 
avoid moisture, (H.P et all, 1996 &GPSA, 1998).  
2.3.3 Main Operating Parameters 
There are two main operating parameters which will decide the RPMs on which 
compressor should operate and those parameters are the required discharge pressure 
and required volumetric flow as shown in Figure 2.8. These parameters have certain 
limits which are governed by the design of individual compressor and its 
performance. Every compressor has a range to deliver these operating parameters 
which lays within the minimum and maximum values such as minimum/maximum 
flow capacity and minimum/maximum discharge pressures. Surging is very important 
factor and in the design of every compressor it needs consideration because it is the 
severe vibration in compressor which can damage the compressor resulting from a 
reversal flow and flow that less than the minimum flow that a compressor can handle 
(Devold, 2006). 
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Figure 2.8:  Operating Curves of Compressors, (Devold, 2006) 
2.3.1 Design Criteria  
1.This Section of Standard covers information necessary to select centrifugal 
compressors and to determine whether the selected machine should be considered for 
a specific job. 
2.An approximate idea of the flow range that a centrifugal compressor will handle is 
shown in Table 2.4. A multistage centrifugal compressor is normally considered for 
inlet volumes between 850 and 340,000 Im³/h. A single stage compressor would 
normally have applications between 170 and 255,000 Im³/h. A multi-stage 
compressor can be thought of as series of single stage compressors contained in a 
single casing. 
  Table 2.4: Centrifugal Compressor Flow Range (Hanlon, 2001). 
Speed to develop 










170 – 850 0.63 0.60 20,500 
850 - 12,743 0.74 0.70 10,500 
12,743 - 34,000 0.77 0.73 8,200 
34,000 - 56,000 0.77 0.73 6,500 
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56,000 - 93,400 0.77 0.73 4,900 
93,400 - 135,900 0.77 0.73 4,300 
135,900 - 195,400 0.77 0.73 3,600 
195,400 - 246,400 0.77 0.73 2,800 
246,400 - 340,000 0.77 0.73 2,500 
3. Effect of speed 
a) With variable speed, the centrifugal compressor can deliver constant capacity 
at variable pressure, variable capacity at constant pressure, or a combination of 
variable capacity and variable pressure. 
b) Basically, the performance of the centrifugal compressor, at speeds other than 
design, follows the affinity (or fan) laws. 
c)  By varying speed, the centrifugal compressor will meet any load and pressure 
condition demanded by the process system within the operating limits of the 
compressor and the driver. 
d) If speed is constant then Characteristic operating curve will be also constant. 
The following factors will increase suction pressure resulting in change of 
discharge pressure: 
 Molecular weight of gas increases 
 Suction pressure increases 
 Inlet temperature decreases 
 Compressibility factor decreases 
 Ratio of specific heats, k decreases 
4. Performance calculation 
a. Determination of properties pertaining to compression 
Compressibility factor (Z factor), ratio of specific heats (Cp/Cv or k value) 
and molecular mass are three major physical properties for compressor which 
must be clarified. 
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b. Determination of suction conditions 
The following conditions at the suction flange should be determined: 
 Temperature 
 Pressure 
In case of air taken from atmosphere, corrections should be made for 
elevation. Air humidity should also be considered. 
 Flow rate 
All centrifugal compressors are based on flows that are converted to inlet or 
actual conditions (Im³/h or inlet cubic meters per hour). This is done because 
centrifugal compressor is sensitive to inlet volume, compression ratio (i.e., 
head) and specific speed. 
 
 Fluctuation in conditions 
Since fluctuations in inlet conditions will have large effects on the centrifugal 
compressor performance, owing to the compressibility of the fluid, all 
conceivable condition fluctuations must be taken into consideration in 
determination of design conditions. 
c. Determination of discharge conditions 
 Calculation method 
Discharge conditions of a centrifugal compressor can be calculated by the 
following procedure. 
- Calculate the polytropic exponent "n": 
 Using the equation: 
 
                                                                                    Eq (3) 
 
if ηp (polytropic efficiency) is known from the manufacturer data. ηp can also 
be estimated from Table 2.4 (k is the ratio of specific heats), (Hanlon, 2001). 
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2.3.2 Anti Surge Systems 
Instabilities in the compressor unit results into mechanical damage of the compressors 
due to extreme vibrations which are caused by low flow rates, In order to avoid such 
instabilities all compressors are equipped with Anti Surge systems. This system 
comprises of a flow control valve (FCV) which connects compressors discharge line 
to the inlet and this FCV is equipped with a control system which follows a set point 
that is the compressors surge point. When this surge point due to low flow conditions 
occurs the anti surge valves installed at every stage of compressor opens and the 
compressor will switch to recycle mode thereby preventing the unit from surging. 
Anti surge valves follows the set point which is usually controlled from the control 
panel and surge point for every compressor is also checked frequently and set pint is 
changed accordingly. During shut down and start up of the compressor unit these 





3.1 Project Flowchart 
In this Chapter a methods are defined in order to achieve the project objective 
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The methodology is defined and discussed in detail step by step. 
3.2 Steps for Gas Lift Optimization using WellFlo3.8.7 
1. Designing of gas lift to analyze the existing lift gas injection rates and 
production rates of individual well by generating IPR & OPR plots, there 
intersection will give the operating point which gives the optimum production 
rates. Calculating the maximum economic water cut for individual well by 
using water cut sensitivity analysis from 1% to 99% and comparing them with 
the given economic production rate that is 1500 stb/day. The water cut which 
will be near to the economic production rate will be the maximum economic 
water cut. 
 
2.  Generation of the new optimum injection rates for individual well by using 
sensitivity analysis of lift gas injection rates from 1 to 10 MMSCF/day and 
plotting performance curve (oil rates vs. lift gas injection rates) to observe and 
select the injection rate which produces maximum oil rate on the plot that is 
generated by well flow because injecting more will end up with the gas 
slippage and due to gas slippage the oil production will reduce. Obtain the 
results for increased oil production rates for individual well by generating IPR 
& OPR plots, there intersection will give the increased operating production 
rates  by using optimum injection rates for gas lift and extracting maximum 
economic water cut for individual well again by using the water cut sensitivity 
analysis and comparison with the economic production rate. 
 
3. In the last step of the methodology for well Flo 3.8.7 initial and optimized 
conditions for all four wells were compared which includes the increase in oil 
production rate and improvements in maximum economic water cut. Increase 
in the oil production is one of the main goals and improvement in water cuts 
will prolong the production which will lead to maximize the total cumulative 
oil production of all four wells. 
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3.3 Gas Lift Optimization using HYSIS simulation 
1. Construct and run a Simulation model to design a compression train that is 
required for gas lift process by using given design data/rating of compressor 
that is volumetric capacity and maximum design discharge pressure. 
Developing a simulation model includes certain steps which are, the selection 
of property package which includes different equations of state normally Peng 
Robinson is used, input of all process conditions that are given for existing 
compressor. Inlet and discharge pressures are defined and feed inlet conditions 
are also defined in the simulator in order to run simulation. The property 
package that is selected is a set of equation of states which helps the simulator 
to simulate accurately 
 
2. Optimization of the compressor train again by simulating the model by 
defining the feed inlet conditions and selecting a property package that is Peng 
Robinson which solves different equation of states for simulation and in this 
case we will specify the discharge pressure at every stage and also the 
temperature at inter stage coolers, only the molar flow is not specified because 
that is the result for simulation to check that weather the simulation model of 
the compressor can handle the increased gas injection volumes. The approach 
that is followed by the simulator is to use the existing margin in the machine 
which is the margin in the pressure and by reducing the pressure the 
volumetric flow rate of gas will be increased up to the desired quantity 
 
3. Power requirements are essential to calculate because it is necessary to check 
the performance of optimization process. Power or duty was calculated for the 
individual compressor stage for both design and optimized case; it was 
calculated based on the operating parameters that are volumetric flow rate and 
the discharge pressures. Operating parameters are responsible for the operating 
RPMs of compressor which is directly related to the consumption of power so 
simulator calculates the power utilization on the basis of increase or decrease 
in these operating parameters. Then power required for both cases are 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Gas Lift Volume 
Due increased water cuts the hydrostatic pressure within the tubing rises and as a 
result of which increased injection volumes and adequate discharge pressures are 
required in order to produce more oil as discussed before. This requires the need to 
find out new optimum injection rates by using well Flo3.8.7 software which will be 
sufficient for lifting the well and achieving the improved oil rates. The initial injection 
rates are also important to validate by using the software in order to find out max 
economic water cuts for all four wells and compare them with the increased injection 
rates for gas lift, new oil production rates and more importantly the maximum 
economic water cut which specifies that at what values of water cuts the oil 
production will be economically feasible and acceptable. The results below includes 
the  WellFlo3.8.7generated plots first for the given data which includes the oil 
production rates and the injection rate, by using this data the maximum economic 
water cut for each well is evaluated and after that the new increased optimum gas lift 
injection rates, the increased oil rates and the maximum economic water cuts are 
evaluated for all four wells, then the results are summarized for both cases and 
compared to see the total increase in the oil production and improvement in the range 
of maximum economic water cuts. By using the initial given data that is given below 
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4.1.1 Well 1 Well Flo Results 
 
Figure 4.1: IPR Vs. OPR Plot Well 1  
 
Inflow/out flow curves for well 1 was checked to validate it with the data that is given 
and this shows that the oil production rate at 30% water cut 5000STB/d with an gas 
lift injection rate of  1.5MMSCFD as shown in figure 4.1. The procedure for 
generating this plot in the software involves the input of all reservoir conditions that 
are required such as permeability, reservoir pressure etc and the injection rate that is 
being used for this case. These data which is given to the software will calculate and 
construct the two performance curves and also calculate its point of intersection as 
shown in the plot, which will indicate the operating point for the production rate at 
reservoir condition and the flow involves oil, gas and water which is clearly 
mentioned at the surface or separator conditions. The plot also includes the 
calculation of GOR which also supports the suitability of gas lift method as it is high. 
This whole process is repeated until the results obtained are fully screened for finding 
out the accurate results. 
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Figure 4.2: Maximum Economic Water Cut Well 1 
 
The maximum economic water for well 1 with a gas injection of 1.5MMSCFD is 
found to be 52.30% as shown in the figure 4.2, which shows that  the when the water 
cut will exceed this value then the oil production rates will be less than the economic 
production rates that is 1500 STB/day. The process of generating this plot involves 
number of steps and calculation, in order to generate the plot which is pressure at liner 
vs total production rate including oil, gas, and water at surface conditions an input 
data is required which involves the designing of the tubing and gas lift valves and this 
is accomplished by putting the depth data for all installation equipments of 
completion. After depth data is given then reservoir required properties are defined 
into the software and after that water cut sensitivity analysis is done which includes 
the sensitivity analysis at all ranges to find out the water cut accurately at economic 
oil production rate. Usually the range that is used for sensitivity analysis is from 1% 
to 99% which covers the whole range from possible water cuts and after we found the 
economic water cut then screening criteria is followed in order to achieve the accurate 
maximum economic water cut.   
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4.1.2 Well 2 Well Flo Results 
 
Figure 4.3: IPR Vs. OPR Well 2 
 
The IPR Vs OPR intersection in the figure 4.3 shows that for well 2 the oil production 
rate matches with the given data that is 4814 STB/day. The procedure for generating 
this plot in the software involves the input of all reservoir conditions that are required 
such as permeability, reservoir pressure etc and the injection rate that is being used for 
this case. These data which is given to the software will calculate and construct the 
two performance curves and also calculate its point of intersection as shown in the 
plot, which will indicate the operating point for the production rate at reservoir 
condition and the flow involves oil, gas and water which is clearly mentioned at the 
surface or separator conditions. The plot also includes the calculation of GOR which 
also supports the suitability of gas lift method as it is high. This whole process is 





Figure 4.4: Maximum Economic Water Cut Well 2 
 
As shown in figure 4.4 the maximum economic water cut for well 2 under 2 
MMSCFD is found to be 52.31%. The result has been obtained by using well Flo 
3.8.7 and here sensitivity analysis is conducted and the input gas injection is used for 
this particular well and achieved result of maximum economic water cut for economic 
oil rate that is 1500 stb/day which is found to be 52.31% and this result shows that 
economic oil production can be achieved till we reach a water cut of 53.31%. Using 
this result we can also calculate the cumulative oil production for this well till 
depletion which will give a clear idea for economic analysis which includes the 




4.1.3 Well 3 Well Flo Results 
 
Figure 4.5: IPR Vs. OPR Well 3 
 
Figure 4.5 shows the results for the oil production rate for well 3 which by using Well 
flo 3.8.7 are achieved. In the figure 4.5 inflow and out flow curves were generated 
and there intersection gives the oil production rate that is 4481STB of oil per day. 
This result is generated by specifying the inlet conditions to software which includes 
the required reservoir properties and the current gas injection rate that is being applied 
which will allow the software to make an efficient estimation of production rate 
which will affect the estimation or cumulative oil production for this well. For the 
overall comparison and economic analysis it is necessary to calculate the ability or 
productivity analysis of the well which gives a direction to invest efficiently 
considering the fact of total life and output of well. 
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Figure 4.6: Maximum Economic Water Cut Well 3 
 
The maximum economic water cut for well 3 as shown in the figure 4.6 is found to be 
55.12% with 1.8 MMSCFD; the result is achieved by using well flo 3.8.7. 
The process of generating this plot involves number of steps and calculation, in order 
to generate the plot which is pressure at liner vs total production rate including oil, 
gas, and water at surface conditions an input data is required which involves the 
designing of the tubing and gas lift valves and this is accomplished by putting the 
depth data for all installation equipments of completion. After depth data is given then 
reservoir required properties are defined into the software and after that water cut 
sensitivity analysis is done which includes the sensitivity analysis at all ranges to find 
out the water cut accurately at economic oil production rate. Usually the range that is 
used for sensitivity analysis is from 1% to 99% which covers the whole range from 
possible water cuts and after we found the economic water cut then screening criteria 
is followed in order to achieve the accurate maximum economic water cut.  
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4.1.4 Well 4 Well Flo Results 
 
 
Figure 4.7: IPR Vs. OPR Well 4 
 
For well 4 the oil production rate from IPR&OPR curves as shown in the figure 4.7 is 
4804 STB/day which is defined by the operating point of the plot shown in figure. 
As the results for maximum economic water cuts are shown in the figure 4.8 which is 
found to be 55.1 %. For finding out the results for operating point and the maximum 
economic water cut all the data for reservoir is defined and lift gas injection rate is 
also taken into consideration and after these all data are specified accurately then 
sensitivity analysis is carried out in order to get a clear picture for water cuts till 
useful production life. The water cut has to be chose corresponding to the economic 
oil production rate in order to know about the cumulative oil production for the whole 




Figure 4.8: Maximum Economic Water Cut Well 4  
 
The results that are discussed below are for increased gas lift volumes for every well 
and the plots generated by using well Flo3.8.7 includes the increased optimum 
injection rates for gas lift, the optimum oil production rates and the maximum 
economic water cuts. . The process of generating this plot involves number of steps 
and calculation, in order to generate the plot which is pressure at liner vs total 
production rate including oil, gas, and water at surface conditions an input data is 
required which involves the designing of the tubing and gas lift valves and this is 
accomplished by putting the depth data for all installation equipments of completion. 
After depth data is given then reservoir required properties are defined into the 
software and after that water cut sensitivity analysis is done which includes the 
sensitivity analysis at all ranges to find out the water cut accurately at economic oil 
production rate. Usually the range that is used for sensitivity analysis is from 1% to 
99% which covers the whole range from possible water cuts and after we found the 
economic water cut then screening criteria is followed in order to achieve the accurate 
maximum economic water cut.   
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4.1.5 Optimized Gas Injection Rates For Well 1 
 
 
Figure 4.9: Optimum Gas Injection Rates Well 1 
 
Figure 4.9 shows the plot of operating rates vs. gas injection rates and the injection 
rate that is optimum is 6.5 MMSCFD which yields maximum oil production. By using 
the well flo the plot is generated between operating rate and lift gas injection rate and 
the procedure of generating this plot is to specify the required data to the soft ware 
which includes the reservoir properties and the sensitivity analysis of gas lift injection 
rates from 0 to 10 MMSCFD in order to generate a plot which will give a trend of 
different oil rates at different injection rates with an increment of 0.5 MMSCFD. The 
observed results were analyzed to check that which injection rates yield maximum 
production rates as in this case it is 6.5 MMSCFD. To be more accurate the software 
provides exact production rates at every single point on the trend and it makes the jog 
very easy to select the accurate injection rate by checking and selecting the maximum 
production rate. As it can be seen from the lot that production is decreasing at the end 
of the trend which clearly shows the gas slippage effect which means injecting more 
than optimum will result in decrease in oil production.  
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4.1.6 Optimum Oil Production Rate For Well 1 
 
Figure 4.10: IPR Vs. OPR Well 1 
 
Figure 4.10 shows the plots of inflow and out flow curves and their intersection gives 
the operating point which shows the optimum production rates for well 1 and that rate 
is found to be 7524 STB/day. The criteria for  generating this plot in the software 
involves the input of all reservoir conditions that are required such as permeability, 
reservoir pressure etc and the injection rate that is being used for this case. These data 
which is given to the software will calculate and construct the two performance 
curves and also calculate its point of intersection as shown in the plot, which will 
indicate the operating point for the production rate at reservoir condition and the flow 
involves oil, gas and water which is clearly mentioned at the surface or separator 
conditions. The plot also includes the calculation of GOR which also supports the 
suitability of gas lift method as it is high. This whole process is repeated until the 
results obtained are fully screened for finding out the accurate results. 
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4.1.7 Maximum Economic water cut for well 1 
Figure 4.11: Maximum Economic Water Cut Well 1  
 
The figure 4.11 shows the maximum economic water cut is 78%. Above which oil 
production will be not economical. The steps generating this plot involves number of 
steps and calculation, in order to generate the plot which is pressure at liner vs total 
production rate including oil, gas, and water at surface conditions an input data is 
required which involves the designing of the tubing and gas lift valves and this is 
accomplished by putting the depth data for all installation equipments of completion. 
After depth data is given then reservoir required properties are defined into the 
software and after that water cut sensitivity analysis is done which includes the 




4.1.8 Optimized gas injection rates for well 2 
 
Figure 4.12: Optimum Gas Injection Rates Well 2 
 
The optimum gas injection rate for well 2 founded is 6 MMSCFD as it’s shown in 
figure 4.12. The results show that this injection rate suggests an optimum oil 
production. . By using the well flo the plot is generated between operating rate and lift 
gas injection rate and the procedure of generating this plot is to specify the required 
data to the soft ware which includes the reservoir properties and the sensitivity 
analysis of gas lift injection rates from 0 to 10 MMSCFD in order to generate a plot 
which will give a trend of different oil rates at different injection rates with an 
increment of 0.5 MMSCFD. The observed results were analyzed to check that which 
injection rates yield maximum production rates as in this case it is 6.0 MMSCFD. To 
be more accurate the software provides exact production rates at every single point on 
the trend and it makes the jog very easy to select the accurate injection rate by 
checking and selecting the maximum production rate. As it can be seen from the lot 
that production is decreasing at the end of the trend which clearly shows the gas 
slippage effect which means injecting more than optimum will result in decrease in oil 
production. 
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4.1.9 Optimum Oil Production rate for well 2 
Figure 4.13: IPR Vs. OPR Well 2 
 
Figure 4.13 generated from well Flo 3.8.7 ,shows the inflow out flow plots which 
determines the optimum production rates for well 2 that is 6454 STB/day as a result 
of injection of 6.0 MMSCFD gas injection. This plot in the software involves the 
input of all reservoir conditions that are required such as permeability, reservoir 
pressure etc and the injection rate that is being used for this case. These data which is 
given to the software will calculate and construct the two performance curves and also 
calculate its point of intersection as shown in the plot, which will indicate the 
operating point for the production rate at reservoir condition and the flow involves oil, 
gas and water which is clearly mentioned at the surface or separator conditions. The 
plot also includes the calculation of GOR which also supports the suitability of gas lift 
method as it is high. This whole process is repeated until the results obtained are fully 
screened for finding out the accurate results. 
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4.1.10 Maximum Economic Water Cut For Well 2 
 
Figure 4.14: Maximum Economic Water Cut Well 2 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the results of maximum economic water cut for well 2 that is found 
to be 73.60%. This result show that economic production rates for well 2 are possible 
to achieve until this amount of water cuts observed. The process of generating this 
plot involves number of steps and calculation, in order to generate the plot which is 
pressure at liner vs total production rate including oil, gas, and water at surface 
conditions an input data is required which involves the designing of the tubing and 
gas lift valves and this is accomplished by putting the depth data for all installation 
equipments of completion. After depth data is given then reservoir required properties 
are defined into the software and after that water cut sensitivity analysis is done which 
includes the sensitivity analysis at all ranges to find out the water cut accurately at 





4.1.11 Well 3 Optimized Injection Rates 
The figure 4.15 shows the optimum gas injection rate for well 3 that is 5.8 MMSCFD 
which yields that by using this injection rate the oil production will be optimum. 
 
Figure  4.15: Optimum Gas Injection Rates Well 3 
 
By using the well flo the plot is generated between operating rate and lift gas injection 
rate and the procedure of generating this plot is to specify the required data to the soft 
ware which includes the reservoir properties and the sensitivity analysis of gas lift 
injection rates from 0 to 10 MMSCFD in order to generate a plot which will give a 
trend of different oil rates at different injection rates with an increment of 0.5 
MMSCFD. The observed results were analyzed to check that which injection rates 
yield maximum production rates as in this case it is 5.8MMSCFD. To be more 
accurate the software provides exact production rates at every single point on the 
trend and it makes the jog very easy to select the accurate injection rate by checking 




4.1.12 Optimum Oil Production Rate For Well 3 
Figure 4.16: IPR Vs. OPR Well 3  
 
The figure 4.16 shows the plots generated by using well Flo3.8.7 which gives the 
optimum production rates for well 3 and this value is 6057 STB/day. The method for 
generating this plot in the software involves the input of all reservoir conditions that 
are required such as permeability, reservoir pressure etc and the injection rate that is 
being used for this case. These data which is given to the software will calculate and 
construct the two performance curves and also calculate its point of intersection as 
shown in the plot, which will indicate the operating point for the production rate at 
reservoir condition and the flow involves oil, gas and water which is clearly 
mentioned at the surface or separator conditions.  
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4.1.13 Maximum Economic Water Cut For Well 3 
 
Figure 4.17: Maximum Economic Water Cut Well 3 
 
Figure 4.17 shows the result for maximum economic water cut for well 3 which is 
found to be 71.70 % for the economic oil production rate that is 1500 STB/day. 
4.1.14 Well 4 Optimized Injection Rates 
The figure 4.18 gives the result for optimum gas injection rate for well 4 and the value 
for optimized injection rate for this well is 5.5 MMSCFD. 
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Figure 4.18: Optimum Gas Injection Rates Well 4 
4.1.15 Optimum Oil Production Rate For Well 4 
Figure 4.19: IPR Vs. OPR Well 4  
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Figure 4.19 shows the plots of inflow and outflow curves which determines the 
optimum oil production rate that is 5919 stb/day. 
4.1.16 Maximum Economic Water Cut For Well 4 
Figure 4.20: Maximum Economic Water Cut Well 4  
 
For well 4 maximum economic water is given by the figure 4.20  which is selected as 
68 % for the economic production rate suggesting the maximum value of water cut for 
well 4 until economic range of oil production. The procedure involves the sensitivity 
analysis of water cut and for that different ranges are tried in order to achive the water 
cut at 1500 stb/day which is the economic oil production rate. The results can be 
screened more upto three decimal places in order to find the most accurate value of 
maximum economic water cut. 
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4.2 Gas Lift Optimization and Comparison 
All the results for initial case that is oil production rates, maximum economic water 
cuts and the optimized case including injection gas lift volumes, increased oil 
production rates and improved maximum economic water cuts for all 4 wells are 
summarized in the table below and discussed and further discussed. 
































1.5 5000 52.30 6.5 7524 78.00 
Well 
2 
2 4814 52.31 6.0 6454 73.60 
Well 
3 
1.8 4481 55.13 5.8 6057 71.70 
Well 
4 
1.6 4804 55.10 5.5 5919 68.00 
 
Initial given data is used to find out the initial oil production rates for all four wells 
and hence maximum economic water cuts are evaluated by using well Flo3.8.7 for 
comparison with the optimized condition. The optimized gas injection volumes were 
calculated followed by increased production rates and improved maximum economic 
water cuts. As we compare the results of initial conditions and optimized conditions 
for well 1 which implies that after evaluating the optimized gas lift injection rate the 
oil production rate increased from 5000stb/day to 7524stb/day which is a considerable 
amount but most importantly the evaluation of maximum economic water cut 
improvement is remarkable initially it was 52.30% and in the second case it is 
optimized up to 78% which shows that the cumulative oil produced will be also high 
in terms of total recovery. For well 2 the initial oil production rates also improved 
from 4814stb/day to 6454stb/day which is again a good improvement and also the 
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maximum economic water cut improved from 52.31% to 73.66%. In well 3 oil rates 
improved from 4481stb/day to 6057 stb/day and water cut is now 71.66% and finally 
well 4 in which production daily rates increased from 4804 stb/day to 5919stb/day 
and maximum economic water was 55.10 % for the initial case and 68% for the 
optimized case. 
Total production rate for all wells at initial conditions is 19099stb/day and for the 
optimized case the total daily production rate is around 25954 stb/day, so the total 
increase of 6856 std/day and the considerable amount of improvements in the values 
of maximum economic water cuts which will surely increase the overall production of 
oil hence representing the optimized and efficient gat lift process. 
4.2.1 Optimization of Compression Train 
The train includes three different stages of centrifugal compressor, each stage 
comprises of a scrubber, Compressor and Cooler. To accommodate increased 
injection volumes with sufficient discharge pressures to lift the well efficiently the 
compression train is optimized because as the compression equipment cost is higher 
than the capital cost of down hole gas lift equipments so therefore the plan was to 
achieve the compression targets for increased flow by using the available compression 
unit. Power requirements were also calculated through HYSIS simulation for initial 
design conditions and for the optimized conditions to  
Figure 4.21: Three stage compression train system, (HYSIS). 
 
Compare and check the feasibility for the optimized case. HYSIS model indicating 
the three stage compression system over view is shown in the Figure 4.21. 
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4.2.2 Compression simulation Design for initial conditions 
This includes the simulation model of the three stages of the centrifugal compression 
train on the basis of operating design capacity that is how much gas a compressor can 
handle at the design discharge pressure. The initial design parameters are given below 
in the Table 4.3. 






discharge pressure (Psig) 






 Stage of Compression  
The simulation model generated for the first stage compression is shown in the figure 
4.22. 
Figure 4.22: Schematic of 1
st
 Compression stage, (HYSIS) 
 
Inlet feed conditions and the temperatures were specified and the discharge pressure 
was defined for input simulation and these details are given in appendix A and 
appendix B.  
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The inlet or feeding pressure of the gas stream that is coming from the gas supply 
source is 405 psig with a temperature of 35 degree centigrade and as we know that 
operating design is 20 MMSCFD which is entering into the scrubber V-100 where 
gas condensate and mist is recovered, then the gas stream enters the first stage 
compressor K-100 and discharged at the pressure of 1050 psig. As the compression 
is high temperature and pressure phenomenon so the gas stream is fed to the cooler 
AC-100 to decrease the temperature from 119 to 40 degree centigrade. 
 2
nd
 Stage of Compression 
 
Figure 4.23: Schematic of 2
nd
 Compression stage, (HYSIS) 
 
Figure 4.23 shows the 2
nd
 stage of compression, in this stage gas stream from the first 
stage enters in to the scrubber V-101 and then enters into the 2
nd
 stage compressor K-
102 with same molar flow and the discharge pressure of the gas stream is raised to 
2150 psig. Gas stream then enters into cooler AC-101 where temperature is reduced 





 Stage of Compression 
The figure of HYSIS simulation model above shows the 3
rd 
stage  
                  Figure 4.24: Schematic of 3
rd
 Compression stage, (HYSIS) 
 
stage of compression with the discharge flow of 20 MMSCFD and discharge 
pressure of 3495 psig this stage also has an additional scrubber V-103 for the 
removal of any condensate lift before injection in the all four wells 
4.2.3 Compression Simulation Design for Optimized conditions 
HYSIS simulation model is run for the compression design of three stage centrifugal 
compressor, this simulation model is run for optimized condition in order to simulate 
a model which can accommodate the increase in the gas lift injection volumes as these 
volumes exceeds the operating design volumetric capacity of 20 MMSCFD. The 
increased optimum gas injection rates calculated for all four wells by using well Flo is 
23.8 MMSCFD and these volumes of gas were achieved at the discharge pressure of 
3100 psig through optimizing the existing machine which excludes the need for 
adding a new compressor to the gas lift system. The fundamental phenomenon used to 
optimize the volumetric capacity of the compressor is involves the molar flow rates 
alteration by changing the compressors discharge pressure as we know that when 
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pressure is decreased volume increases and both have inverse proportionality together 
as it can be understood from the study of Charles law that is P1V1=P2V2. Individual 
compression stages simulation is discussed below that validates this phenomenon 
through HYSIS simulation.   
1
st
Stage of Compression 
Figure 4.25: Schematic of optimized 1
st
 Compression stage, (HYSIS) 
Inlet feed conditions and the temperatures were specified and the discharge pressure 
was defined for input simulation and these details are given in appendix A and 
appendix B. 
 In this stage 24 MMSCFD gas at the pressure of 405 psig is fed to the scrubber V-
100 and after that gas stream enters the 2
nd
 stage compressor which discharges the gas 
at the pressure of 945 psig. The gas stream enters then into cooler and finally the 





 Stage of Compression  
 Figure 4.26 : Schematic of optimized 2
nd
 Compression stage, (HYSIS) 
The Figure 4.26 shows the simulation of 2
nd
 stage compressor, the gas stream coming 
from the first stage enters into in to the scrubber V-101 for mist removal, after that it 
enters in the 2
nd
 stage compressor and discharges out at 2050 psig and with the 
pressure drop of 5 psig in the cooler AC-101finally enters into third stage at the 
pressure of 2045 psig. 
3
rd
 Stage of Compression 
Figure 4.26 Schematic of optimized 3
rd
 Compression stage, (HYSIS) 
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The Figure 4.27 shows the simulation model of the 3
rd
 and final stage of compression 
where the gas stream again enters into the scrubber V-102 where the condensate is 
drained and recovered into the bottom. This removal of condensate is accomplished 
through deflection momentum loss by a deflecting plate at the entry point of gas 
stream and coalescence phenomenon by a demister pad. Gas then enters into the 3
rd
 
stage compressor and after compression exit the compressor having a discharge 
pressure of 3105 psig with the molar flow of gas of 24 MMSCFD. Hence the existing 
machine is successfully optimized which can provide the increased volume of gas for 
gas injection process and also the discharge pressure that is 3100 psig after the third 
stage cooler AC-102 and ultimately after the final scrubber V-103 is sufficient for gas 
lift process because the reservoir pressure is 2800 psia so there is a margin for 300 
psig in order to kick off the well if requires and pressure requirements for continuous 
gas lift operation is also sufficient, in order to further decrease the pressure, throttling 
valves can be used either at in let of 1
st
 stage compressor or at the discharge of 3
rd
 
stage compressor before injection into the wells.  
4.2.4 Comparison for power/load requirements 



















898 636.2 402.5 1936.7 
Optimized 
Compression 
946.8 839.1 404 2189.9 
 
As shown in the Table 4.4 total that there is not much difference in the power 
requirement for both cases, the difference is 253 KW which can be neglected if the 
optimizations outcome in terms of increased oil rates is analyzed. Power requirements 
are essential to calculate because it is necessary to check the performance of 
optimization process. Power or duty was calculated for the individual compressor 
stage for both design and optimized case; it was calculated based on the operating 
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parameters that are volumetric flow rate and the discharge pressures. Operating 
parameters are responsible for the operating RPMs of compressor which is directly 
related to the consumption of power so simulator calculates the power utilization on 
the basis of increase or decrease in these operating parameters. Then power required 
for both cases are compared to know the economic feasibility and suitability of the 
project. As it is also clear from the results of required power, for first stage the power 
requirement is higher the other stages of compression and the reason behind that is the 
lower suction pressure that is just 405 psig so the running RPM are comparatively 
higher. The increment on hourly basis for power requirement for optimized case is 
just 253 KW which is quite small as compared to the daily increase in oil production 
so this can be concluded as a good and an efficient optimization of the whole 






CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusion 
1. Optimized gas injection rates were evaluated and the total volume for gas lift 
was found to be 23.8 MMSCFD for all four wells. Results of optimized oil 
production rates and the maximum economic water cuts were compared and it 
was observed that gas lift system were optimized efficiently through increased 
oil production rates from 19099stb/day 25954stb/day and improved maximum 
economic water cuts from minimum 52.30% to maximum 78%.    
2. Optimization of compression train was carried out to handle the increased gas 
lift injection volumes and also provide sufficient pressure to lift the fluids.   
By using HYSIS simulation software, a simulation model was developed for 
operating design conditions and results were found that are 20 MMSCFD 
molar flow and 3500 psig discharge pressure. After optimization of the 
compressor train results found were 24 MMSCFD molar flow at the discharge 
pressure of 3100 psig which is greater than reservoir pressure (2800 psig). 
Total power required by optimized compressor was found to be 2190 KW 
which was economically acceptable. 
5.2 Recommendations 
Following points that listed below are highly recommended for future precautions 
and improvements. 
1. Future works should be done to address the changes occurring in the 
reservoir conditions as production continues, to make the gas lift process 
should be adaptable to these changes. 
2. Steps should be taken for effective monitoring of gas lift process for 
example the maintenance of gas lift valves if they are passing even when 
they are closed will affect the performance of gas lift operation. 
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3. Reliability of down hole temperature and pressure gauges is crucial in 
terms of well monitoring; major concern should be paid regarding the 
selectivity of these gauges. 
4. Other technical aspects such as choke size and casing pressure should be 
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